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A case report is a type of article that is frequently submitted to scientific journals, and it historically dates back to old times. The examples of first case reports were found in Edwin Smith Papyrus, which belongs to 1600 B.C. (1, 2).

Case reports have made important contributions to the development of science. They have played an important role, particularly in the introduction of new diseases and syndromes or in the presentation of their rarely observed features (3). They have also helped to present side effects of drugs as well as rare complications of some treatment methods (4-7). Moreover, case reports have contributed to the development of new treatment methods. In a letter to editor (not even a case report) published in The New England Journal of Medicine in 2008, with the presentation of 11 cases, propranolol was begun to be used in the treatment of hemangiomas (8).

Case reports, which provide information on new diseases, findings, complications, or side effects to be shared with the scientific society, have also enabled the formation of hypotheses for more comprehensive prospective studies (2, 3, 9).

Another advantage of case reports is that they are the first step for new scientific authors. It is easier for young authors to prepare a case report because it is shorter and does not require the application of a serious methodological or biostatistical method (3, 10).

Then, why has the acceptability of case reports by journals been more difficult in the last 20 years? This has two main reasons: The first reason is that case reports are at the lowest evidence level in evidence-based medicine hierarchy. Now, editors prefer to publish meta-analyses and randomized controlled studies or reviews conducted by a well-known author or groups in their journals (2, 9, 11, 12). The second and even more important reason is that case reports are not cited as much as clinical studies or reviews. At present, being cited is the only criterion that is considered while calculating the impact factors of scientific journals. Therefore, journals publish case reports, which have low citation potentials, as less as possible (2, 9, 11). Actually, there is no problem related to the reading frequency of case reports. However, the fact that their citation rates are too low has become a commercial concern for journals in competition and this disadvantage has caused case reports to be ignored to a greater extent (1, 9, 11, 13).

In our country, because international standards are used in scientific publication, in the Tubitak Ulakbim Turkish Medical Index (TR Index) criteria for journal evaluation, there is a rule that the total number of original research articles published in medical journals in a year must constitute at least 50% of the total scientific articles (research, case reports, review) (14). This fact prevents medical journals from publishing more case reports.

We, the Editorial Board of Turkish Archives of Otorhinolaryngology, believe in the importance of case reports, which still contribute to the development of science to a great extent. These articles will always be included in our journal as long as they are original and interesting and make contributions, particularly to the national literature.
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